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The Dare The Dare
Warning: This erotica contains scenes and elements that may be disturbing to some readers.
Please review the full content warning below.Jessica Martin is not a nice girl. As Prom Queen
and Captain of the cheer squad, she'd ruled her school mercilessly, looking down her nose at
everyone she deemed unworthy. The most unworthy of them all? The "freak," Manson Reed:
her favorite victim. But a lot changes after high school.A freak like him never should have
ended up at the same Halloween party as her. He never should have been able to beat her at
a game of Drink or Dare. He never should have been able to humiliate her in front of everyone.
Losing the game means taking the dare: a dare to serve Manson for the entire night as his
slave. It's a dare that Jessica's pride - and curiosity - won't allow her to refuse. What ensues is
a dark game of pleasure and pain, fear and desire. Is it only a game?Only revenge?Only a
dare?Or is it something more?This book contains intense fantasy scenes of hard
kinks/edgeplay, graphic sex, and harsh language. It is intended only for an adult audience.
Beware: this is a dark, weird, kinky read. The activities depicted therein are dangerous and are
not meant to be an example of realistic BDSM. Reader discretion is advised.Kinks/Fetishes
within: erotic humiliation, fearplay, painplay, knifeplay, consensual non-consent (CNC), orgasm
denial, boot worship, spanking, crying, blowjobs, clowns, group sexual activities, spit, bondage,
public play, bloodplay.
Truth or dare? What begins as a carefree afternoon of celebrating their college graduations for
a group of ten friends quickly turns dark when the girls of the group receive word that an
abusive ex-boyfriend they had each dated in their time has been released early from prison.
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Handsome, exotic, and dangerous, John Miller has unfinished business with his latest exgirlfriend, Taylor Johnson. With the help of her friends Kala, May, Judy, and Cristy, she had put
him behind bars with her testimony for almost killing her one cold November night. After he
makes his unwelcomed appearance at their graduation party, and makes it clear he's still in
love with Taylor and wants her back, things begin to take a strange twist through the remainder
of the day. After a game of truth or dare, the hostess of the party calls out a name to make the
"ultimate dare," little does she know she will have to take part. Dared to go in the dead of night
to an alley with a violent and bloody history, Taylor, Kala, and May witness one of their friend's
brutal murder. They escape from the killer's grasp, barely making it out of the alley alive. The
only problem is that the killer has seen them and knows who they are... Things are just getting
started in part one of this series. Take the dare and follow the group of friends through one hell
of a ride.
Barry Joe McDonagh ("Joe Barry"), a native of Ireland, developed his anti-anxiety plan while
studying at the University College of Dublin (UCD). His thoughts on anxiety and panic
disorders were first published in 2001. Based on hard science and years of experience helping
people who suffer from anxiety, Barry McDonagh has perfected the way to overcome anxiety
and get people back to living life to the fullest. You will not only learn how to end yoru anxiety
problem, bul you will also discover how to turn this problem into personal triumph. Barry says "
I teach people how to heal their anxiey so they can get back to living their life again to the
fullest."
Boring Beth Lynn has always lived up to her nickname... until she wakes up in a hotel bed next
to a sexy as sin state senator she re-connected with at a wedding the previous night.The
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biggest problem? She can't seem to remember anything about the night before except for
crying into a box of cookies, and she's pretty sure Grandma Nadine slipped something in her
drink. And what should have been a one night stand turns into a six day adventure when
Grandma whisks them off to Hawaii to save them from the ensuing media firestorm.Jace isn't
looking for commitment - he believes he made that clear when he left the wedding with Beth.
Then again, he can't remember much of anything other than the way her skin felt beneath his
hands. Now he's stuck with her at some lame couple's retreat and trying his hardest to fight the
attraction only a woman like Beth could invoke.He doesn't think it can get any worse.But one
spider attack... A donkey ride from hell... And an unfortunate episode with Viagra tea - and
there's one thing Jace knows for sure: He should never have agreed to Grandma Nadine's
suggestion in the first place.Because if this isn't paradise, and it isn't a vacation - that only
leaves one option.Survival.But to make it through alive... they might lose their hearts in the
process.
“A razor-smart sci-fi corporate noir nightmare. Dare to Know is what happens when Willy
Loman sees through the Matrix. A heartbreaking, time-bending, galactic mindbender delivered
in the mordantly funny clip of a doomed antihero.”—Daniel Kraus, co-author of The Shape of
Water Dark Matter meets Annihilation in this mind-bending and emotional speculative thriller
set in a world where the exact moment of your death can be predicted—for a price. Our narrator
is the most talented salesperson at Dare to Know, an enigmatic company that has developed
the technology to predict anyone’s death down to the second. Divorced, estranged from his
sons, and broke, he's driven to violate the cardinal rule of the business by forecasting his own
death day. The problem: his prediction says he died twenty-three minutes ago. The only
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person who can confirm its accuracy is Julia, the woman he loved and lost during his rise up
the ranks of Dare to Know. As he travels across the country to see her, he’s forced to confront
his past, the choices he's made, and the terrifying truth about the company he works for. Wildly
ambitious and highly immersive, this mind-bending thriller explores the destructive power of
knowledge and collapses the boundaries between reality, myth, and conspiracy as it races
toward its shocking conclusion.
What do you do when the devil has you in his sights? You show him that you can play his
game. Austin Lowes is new to town. She's running from a mom who hates her to her dad who
cares nothing about her. Only a few months and she will be free, or at least, that's what she
hopes ... until she meets him. Cole Reynolds is the devil disguised as a man. He wants her
fear, he wants her blood, and he wants her soul. Just a little game, he says, I dare you. Will
Austin survive him, or will she lose herself and the game? Secrets are revealed and justice will
be served, but at what cost? Who survives and who doesn't?
The inspiring pastor, media personality, and author offers spiritual empowerment to men and
the women who love them. Bishop David Evans, pastor of the more than 27,000-member
Bethany Baptist Church, poses the question: What does it mean to be a real man? A true man
is one who dares to live up to God's design-a man of confidence, purpose, strength, destiny,
consistency, sensitivity, accountability, and loyalty, who is spiritual and loving and embraces
responsibility. Only when a man becomes this true self can he make himself ready for the
woman who loves him and the family who needs him. Women need to learn to identify a man
who lives up to God's design and to foster the spiritual growth of their men. With its inspiring
and empowering message, Dare to Be a Man is essential reading for all men and the women
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who love them.
Say Yes! to All of God’s Promptings I dare you. When was the last time you heard God
whisper these words into your soul? In seasons when you feel trapped by the safety of routine,
you’ll often find God nudging you to chase His desires for your life by acting out in courage.
Friends Charlotte Gambill and Natalie Grant experienced this firsthand when God pushed them
out of their comfort zones and into each other’s lives. As they share their stories, they’ll
inspire you to start boldly writing your own. Dare to Be will motivate you to… embrace the
outside-of-the-lines woman you were made to be welcome adventures that ask you to be
vulnerable and brave break free from the obstacles that keep you from accepting the goodness
God has in store Let Charlotte and Natalie cheer you on, strengthen your soul, and encourage
you to venture beyond life as you know it. You’ll learn to give your infinite God your complete
obedience as you Dare to Be.
With witty characters and heartrending romance, Jayci Lee, author of A Sweet Mess, returns
with The Dating Dare—where two people might just find out how hard it is to resist falling in love
with the right person. No serious relationships. This is the one rule Tara Park made for herself
and it has been working swimmingly, thank you very much. The occasional fling is fine,
especially since she’s busy with Weldon Brewery. But when Seth Kim, temptation personified
and her best friend’s new brother-in-law walks into her life, Tara might be willing to bend her
golden rule...but only for four dates—the four dates she agreed to after a few good rounds of
beer and a game of truth or dare. It’ll be fun. No biggie. Seth Kim can’t believe Tara agreed to
his dating dare. He’s leaving for a new job in Paris in a month and a no-strings attached fling
seemed like a nice little distraction for both... But their secret dates, while sweet and sexy,
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always hit roadblocks straight out of a romantic comedy. Thankfully, their non-dates and
chance meetings are smoother, frequent, and heated. However, the more Seth sees of Tara,
the less willing he is to let her go—and what was supposed to be a fun little game turns into
something that neither of them are ready for. But sometimes, the best things in life are the
ones we never see coming.
Try – verb: to make an attempt or effort to do something or in this case...someone. Sex. Logan
Mitchell loves it, and ever since he realized his raw sexual appeal at a young age, he has had
no problem using it to his advantage. Men and women alike fall into his bed—after all, Logan is
not one to discriminate. He lives by one motto—if something interests you, why not just take a
chance and try? And he wants to try Tate Morrison. Just coming out of a four-year marriage
with an ex-wife from hell, a relationship is the last thing on Tate’s mind. He’s starting fresh
and trying to get back on his feet with a new job at an upscale bar in downtown Chicago. The
only problem is, Tate has caught the unwavering and unwelcome attention of Mr. Logan
Mitchell—a regular at the bar and a man who always gets what he wants. Night after night Tate
fends off the persistent advances of the undeniably charismatic man, but after an explosive
moment in the bar, all bets are off as he finds his body stirring with a different desire than his
mind. As arrogance, stubbornness and sexual tension sizzle between the two, it threatens to
change the very course of their lives. Logan doesn’t do relationships. Tate doesn’t do men.
But what would happen if they both just gave in and...tried?
Have you ever had one of those really bad days at work? You know, one where your sexy AF
boss catches you photocopying your backside in his office? No? Just me then? I blame my
bestie and partner in chaos. She challenged me with a not-so-innocent dare that I should've
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flat out declined. But I'm an adrenaline junkie, and now, here I am. I know it sounds crazy, and
daredevil tendencies aside, I definitely went too far to get his attention. But you haven't seen
him. Colton Wolfe. My boss. Tall, dark, and handsome, with the sexiest British accent I've ever
heard. His only flaw? That he's completely oblivious to what's been right in front of him all
along. Me. Well, he was until a few minutes ago. Remember those good old days? Before I got
caught bare-assed and making nice with the copy machine, and before I was totally getting
fired? But wait. Maybe I'm not. If I can take on the biggest dare of all. Making Colton Wolfe fall
in love with me.
When her husband, Mannard, unexpectedly passed away at just 50 years of age, Sheri Hunter
was devastated. With her whole world falling down around her, she turned to her friends. Years
before, she and these Dare Divas had gone on a whitewater rafting trip. Now they sought out
other adventures--zip-lining, skydiving, mountain climbing, and more. Through these deathdefying activities and the unwavering support of her friends, Sheri slowly found the strength to
move forward in life. More than just a memoir, this empowering female travelogue pairs
emotionally resonant, confessional storytelling with spiritual takeaways, challenging readers to
engage fully in their own lives, surround themselves with friends who will support them, and
face life's challenges with courage and faith. If you've ever experienced a sudden loss or
upheaval in life, Sheri's story will reassure you that even if life as you knew it is over, the future
God has for you is always full of new adventures.
A recovering alcoholic’s dark secrets catch up with her in this gripping novel of psychological
suspense from the internationally bestselling author of The Rumor. “Instantly immersive, then
intriguing, then insanely suspenseful, then . . . the truth. Believe me, Lesley Kara knows what
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she’s doing.”—Lee Child We said to keep it a secret, that no one needed to know. Astrid is
newly sober and trying to turn her life around. Having reluctantly moved back in with her
mother, in a quiet seaside town away from the temptations and darkness of her previous life ,
she is focusing on her recovery. She’s going to meetings. Confessing her misdeeds. Making
amends to those she’s wronged. If she fills her days, maybe she can outrun the ghosts that
haunt her. Maybe she can start anew. But someone is tormenting me now. Someone knows
where I am and what I’ve done. Someone knows exactly what Astrid is running from. And they
won’t stop until she learns that some mistakes can’t be corrected. Some mistakes, you have
to pay for . . . The question is: Who did you tell?
A woman who needs to run her own life. A man who needs to exert control. Can she surrender
to his demands without losing her sense of self once more? After ending a relationship to a
cheating, domineering man, Isabelle Masters takes off in her leased Mercedes, only to be
arrested for grand theft and hauled to a local police station. To her surprise, she is rescued by
the most unlikely person, Gabriel Dare, a man she’s been attracted to for far too long.
Although Gabe yearns to possess Isabelle, he knows all too well he must fight his primitive
need to bind her to him, and instead help bring out the independent woman she yearns to
become — or risk losing her for good.
When a simple round of truth or dare spins out of control, three girls find it's no longer a party
game -- it's do or die. It all started on a whim: The game was a way for Tenley Reed to reclaim
her popularity, a chance for perfect Caitlin "Angel" Thomas to prove she's more than her
Harvard application. Loner Sydney Morgan wasn't even there; she was hiding behind her
camera, as usual. But when all three start receiving mysterious dares long after the party has
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ended, they're forced to play along -- or risk exposing their darkest secrets. How far will Tenley,
Caitlin, and Sydney go to keep the truth from surfacing? And who's behind this twisted game?
Set against the backdrop of Echo Bay, an isolated beach town haunted by misfortune, Truth or
Dare is a highly charged debut that will keep readers in suspense from beginning to end.
The Goonies meets Book Scavenger when three sisters hunt for Blackbeard’s legendary
treasure in this action-packed middle grade novel from Jess Rinker, The Dare Sisters. “The
Dare sisters are hunting for treasure, but the real treasure is the story that unfolds in the pages
of this book. It’s smart, funny and full of heart; I couldn’t put this rollicking adventure down.”
—Kathi Appelt, author of The Underneath Savannah Dare has always wanted to be a pirate.
She grew up on legends of Blackbeard from her grandfather—her best friend and fellow
treasure hunter. But now he’s gone. Savannah and her sisters, Frances and Jolene are left to
find Blackbeard’s lost loot on their own. It was their grandfather’s dream, and they can’t let
him down. No one else in their small town on Ocracoke Island believes Blackbeard’s treasure
is truly still out there . . . no one except their grandfather’s mysterious old business partner,
who’s determined to find it himself. And when their family home is endangered, the Dare
sisters realize finding Blackbeard’s treasure is their only hope! An Imprint Book

It's Senior Party Week, that magical in-between time after classes have ended
but before graduation, chock-full of gimmicky theme parties, last-minute bonding,
and family traditions. Olivia couldn't be more ready. Class salutatorian and
confident in her future at LSU, she's poised to sail through to the next phase of
her life. But when the tiny hiccup of an unsigned off-campus P.E. form puts Olivia
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in danger of not graduating at all, she has one week to set things straight without
tipping off her very big and very nosy extended family. Volunteering to help at a
local golf tournament should do it, but since Olivia's mom equipped her phone
with a tracking app, there'll be no hiding the fact that she's at the golf course
instead of all the graduation parties happening at the same time. Unless, that is,
she can convince the Fab Four--her ride-or-die cousins and best friends Sophie,
Charlie, and Wes--to trade phones with her as they go through the motions of
playing Olivia for the week. Sure, Olivia's sudden ""passion"" for golf is met with
some suspicion. And sure, her grasp of the rules is a little shaky. And yes, okay,
a very cute, very off-limits boy keeps popping up in her orbit. But she is focused!
She has a schedule and a plan! Nothing can possibly go wrong . . . right?
Two jumped off the pier that night...but only one came back alive. Brynna and
Erica were friends, best friends. They did everything together, until the night they
jumped off the pier at Harding Beach...and only Brynna made it back. A year
later, Brynna is still picking up the pieces. She's in a new school with new friends,
but she can't shake the demons of her past. Then a Twitter post from
"EricaNShaw" pops up in Brynna's feed and a chilling voice mail is left on her
phone. Someone isn't ready to let go of what happened. Brynna barely survived
losing Erica. She doubts she'll survive Erica's return.
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From the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller, The Bet The Wager Lose a
bet, lose your heart... What is it about a junior-high crush that can send an
otherwise intelligent woman into a tailspin? TV reporter Char Lynn wishes she
knew. Jake Titus is too rich, too handsome, too arrogant: a trifecta that once
lured Char into the best night-and worst morning-after-of her life. Now they've
been thrown together in a wedding party. It's awkward, but survivable . . . until
Jake stops acting like a jerk, and starts acting like the man she'd always hoped
he could be. If watching your brother marry your best friend is weird, being
attracted to your best friend's other best friend is downright bizarre. Unfortunately
for Jake, Char hasn't forgotten how he once tossed her aside. Worse still, Jake's
already-nutty grandma is even crazier about Char. Cue meet-cute shenanigans
and all manner of meddling, and somehow, Jake's falling. For Char. Now all he
has to do is make her believe it . . .
He knows how to score …on the field and in the bedroom. But Alex Dare isn’t
prepared for the injury that sidelines him into early retirement. Still, if it means
working closely with the one woman who ever meant more to him than a one
night stand, he’s all on board. But there is no amount of wealth or charm that
could persuade social worker, Madison Evans, back into Alex's bed. Good thing
Alex loves a challenge. But soon seducing Madison becomes more than just a
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goal, it just might define his future.
Thirteen chilling short stories to keep you up at night--but only if you dare. You
never know what's out to get you. Though you might think you're safe from
monsters and menaces, everyday objects can turn against you, too. A mysterious
microwave. A threatening board game. A snowman that refuses to melt. Even
your own heartbeat has its secrets. Thu-thump. Thu-thump. When you stop to
listen, each beat sounds more menacing than the last. Master storyteller Josh
Allen brings thirteen nightmare scenarios to life in this page-turning collection
that's perfect for budding horror junkies. In his wondrous world, danger waits
behind every doorway . . . even in the most ordinary places. Eerie illustrations by
award-winning artist Sarah Coleman accompany the stories, packaged in a
stunning hardcover edition complete with glow-in-the-dark jacket. Readers will
sleep with one eye open!
Unconditional love is eagerly promised at weddings, but rarely practiced in real
life. As a result, romantic hopes are often replaced with disappointment in the
home. But it doesn’t have to stay that way. The Love Dare, the New York Times
No. 1 best seller that has sold five million copies and was major plot device in the
popular movie Fireproof, is a 40-day challenge for husbands and wives to
understand and practice unconditional love. Whether your marriage is hanging by
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a thread or healthy and strong, The Love Dare is a journey you need to take. It’s
time to learn the keys to finding true intimacy and developing a dynamic
marriage. This second edition also features a special link to a free online
marriage evaluation, a new preface by Stephen and Alex Kendrick, minor text
updates, and select testimonials from The Love Dare readers. Take the dare!
Johanna Wise has always longed to be part of Dennis Arthur’s rich, popular
crowd, and she can’t believe it when he finally asks her out. She thought she’d
do anything to keep Dennis, but when he dares her to kill their teacher, she’s not
so sure. Will she really kill for love?
In the sequel to Light in Shadow, Zoe, an interior designer with an uncanny talent
for sensing the past secrets of a house, and her new husband, private
investigator Ethan Truax, confront new problems when a shadowy figure from
Zoe's past appears in Whispering Springs. Reprint.
Tracy is back on TV in My Mum Tracy Beaker! Watch the major TV series on CBBC and
iPlayer. A fabulous new cover look for this brilliant story starring Tracy Beaker, Jacqueline
Wilson's most enduring and popular character. I'm Tracy Beaker, the Great Inventor of
Extremely Outrageous Dares - and I dare YOU not to say this is the most brilliant story ever!
I've bought a big fat purple notebook for writing down all my mega-manic ultra-scary stories in.
But especially for my own story. Of how my foster-mum, Cam, has turned out to be a real
meanie. No designer clothes, when I really need them. A pokey flat, and a horrible new school.
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No wonder I keep bunking off . . . Still, it will have to do until my real mum comes and gets me.
And until then, no-one is going to be better at the Dare Game than me!
In a deliciously sexy twist on the classic game, USA Today bestselling author Mira Lyn Kelly
proves that when playing truth or dare—always choose dare. After her one attempt at
commitment ends in the worst kind of betrayal, Maggie Lawson vows that the only people
she’ll love ’til death do they part will be her friends. Unfortunately that means Maggie letting
her bestie rope her into a year-long dating dare: score a new date each month or pay a
penalty. Seems doable—until Maggie’s date stands her up, leaving only one option: the sexy
stud who just moved in upstairs. The problem? He and Maggie can’t stop fighting—and that’s
just the beginning. His name is Tyler Wells and the last thing he needs is his neighbor
distracting him with her girl-next-door smile and sharp tongue. Tyler’s in Chicago for one
reason: to woo back his selfish ex in order to reclaim the child he once thought was his—and
that means keeping Maggie out of his bed. A tall order, since Maggie has become a bigger
temptation than he ever expected to face. But before they can even consider leaving the past
behind, Maggie and Tyler must accept a brand-new dare: real, forever love. Praise for Truth or
Dare “It’s clear from the beginning that all the snark between Tyler and Maggie is masking a
powerful attraction that they both wish to ignore. Every time they resist just makes every time
they give in that much hotter (and sweeter).”—Library Journal “Truth or Dare is a sexy, heartfelt
story about hard choices, sweet temptation, and forever love!”—USA Today bestselling author
Tina Wainscott “I so enjoyed this book! Incredible tension, a great cast of
characters—undoubtedly all ready for their books—some very funny moments and lines
(‘Friends don’t let friends take their wine home in a baggie’!) and some really gooey
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emotional conflict.”—Molly O’Keefe, author of Indecent Proposal “Delicious tension, raw
emotion, and plenty of heat make Truth or Dare a sexy, witty read.”—Elisabeth Barrett, author
of the Star Harbor series “Mira Lynn Kelly is a master storyteller, and she proved it again here.
She crafted unforgettable characters that wormed their way into the reader’s heart. You could
never go wrong reading one of her books!”—The Romance Reviews Includes an excerpt from
another Loveswept title.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Abbi Glines comes the next sizzling novel in the
Rosemary Beach series, featuring well-known playboy and Blaire’s half brother, Captain. The
look on Rose’s face had screamed that she was hiding something. Hell, she’d practically run
away from me. There was something to that. I knew there was... After ten years in the employ
of a mysterious crime boss, River “Captain” Kipling is ready to leave his sordid past—and his
cover occupation as an upscale restaurateur—behind him. The only thing standing in the way of
his “retirement” is his commitment to launch a new restaurant in the resort town of Rosemary
Beach. With his sister, Blaire, nearby, Captain can delay his dream of running a humble bar on
the waterfront, but the unwanted attentions of his head server, Elle, have him itching to get out.
Until he notices Rose Henderson, the new server at the restaurant. All he knows about the
pretty redhead with the cute glasses is that she’s a hardworking single mom from Oklahoma.
But there’s something overly familiar about her laugh...something strange about the way she
looks at Captain...
She thought she had put all the questions to rest. But someone from her past wants answers.
From the bestselling author of The Rumor and Who Did You Tell? comes The Dare, an
electrifying novel of suspense. “I read The Dare in two big gulps—it’s pacey, has great
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characters, and there’s a flip worthy of Simone Biles.”—Fiona Barton, New York Times
bestselling author of The Widow At the time it was exciting. A game of dare, but one that had
motive and justification. Children can be so judgmental, can’t they? I can still hear her cry as
she toppled forward, the dull thud of her body as it landed on the pavement. Lizzie and Alice
are the best of friends, as close as can be. Until the day when they’re out playing by the train
tracks and a childish spat triggers Lizzie’s epilepsy. When she comes to, she finds an
unimaginable horror: Alice has been killed. Lizzie is devastated, and as she tries to cope with
her grief, she is shocked to find herself alienated from Alice’s friends and relatives, who are
convinced Lizzie and “the dare” somehow had a role in her friend’s death. I knew that
whatever she wanted me to do, I’d do it. Like that first, dreadful dare. Years later, Lizzie has
tried to move on. She’s engaged to a wonderful man and is starting a new life in London. But
someone from her past isn’t willing to forgive and forget. And they’ll do anything to pry
answers from her. Even if Lizzie doesn’t know them herself.
Collected together for the first time since their original publication back in the early 1960s,
these are the complete black and white adventures of Dan Dare, Britain’s pilot of the future.
Written by David Motton and drawn by Keith Watson. Together, both men would write and
draw Dan Dare stories for longer than any other creative team. This collection includes five
complete stories, Operation Earth Savers, The Evil One, Operation Fireball, The Web of Fear,
and Operation Dark Star, originally published between March 1962 and March 1963.
Get ready for another binge-worthy romance from New York Times bestselling author Elle
Kennedy! College was supposed to be my chance to get over my ugly-duckling complex and
spread my wings. Instead, I wound up in a sorority full of mean girls. I already have a hard time
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fitting in, so when my Kappa Chi sisters issue the challenge, I can’t say no. The dare: seduce
the hottest new hockey player in the junior class. Conor Edwards is a regular at Greek Row
parties…and in Greek Row sorority beds. He’s the one you fall for before you learn that guys
like him don’t give girls like me a second glance. Except Mr. Popular throws me for a
loop—rather than laughing in my face, he does me a solid by letting me take him upstairs to
pretend we’re getting busy. Even crazier, now he wants to keep pretending. Turns out Conor
loves games, and he thinks it’s fun to pull the wool over my frenemies’ eyes. But resisting his
easy charm and surfer-boy hotness is darn near impossible. Though I’m realizing there’s
much more to Conor’s story than his fan club can see. And the longer this silly ruse goes on,
the greater the danger of it all blowing up in my face.
She arouses his dominant and protective instincts And he will do anything to possess her …
And does. When billionaire Ian Dare gets one glimpse of the sensual and irresistible Riley
Taylor, he knows that he must have her. But any future he might have with Riley means he’ll
have to confront his past—a past he’d rather forget. And that’s something this NFL team owner
won’t dare to do—not even for love.
The perfect party game for kids in a book! “TRUTH OR DARE?” Those three little words are
guaranteed to spark instant fun, uncontrollable laughter, and even a little bit of blushing. And
you’ll definitely surprise yourself and your friends along the way. Includes 200 truths and 200
dares, plus jokes and offbeat trivia. Truth: What is the grossest thing you’ve ever eaten? OR
Dare: Write a song about your crush—and sing it out loud! Truth: Have you ever peed in
someone’s pool? OR Dare: Pretend to transform into a werewolf.
The dare: Get a girl to fall in love with him by the annual team auction. The girl? None other
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than the one person he hates the most. His arch nemesis. His biggest enemy. Scarlett Jenkins
and Brooks Holland are sworn enemies. Brooks is known as the Big Man on Campus type.
The star athlete and even bigger ladies man. Letty's a sassy, low key, small circle kind of girl
who doesn't fall for any man's tricks. She's not one to turn down a party or a fling but she can
spot a player from a mile away. From their first encounter Letty and Brooks have hated each
other. Her sassy know it all temper and his BMOC ego push each other every time they're in
the same vicinity. Until one night at the biggest party on campus Brooks' ego gets the best of
him. He talks a big game about how he can get any girl to fall for him, but when his friends
dare him to get Letty to fall for him his whole world gets turned upside down. This book can be
read as a stand alone or with the other books in the Sterling U series. This is book one of
Sterling U.
At the start of his school holidays, Danny Delaney is looking forward to a trouble-free summer.
But when his mother returns home one afternoon, flanked by two policemen, he knows that
something terrible has happened. Mrs Delaney has accidentally hit a small boy with her car.
The boy is in a coma at the local hospital and nobody knows if he will ever wake up.
Consumed by guilt, Danny's mother closes herself off, while Danny and his father are left to
pick up the pieces of their fractured family. Told in John Boyne's unique style from the point of
view of a twelve-year-old boy, The Dare is a brilliantly compelling story about how one moment
can change a family forever.
He’s about to find a baby on his doorstep … and his assistant in his bed. Austin Prescott is a lot
of things. Ex football player. Sports agent. And as of this morning? Father. Finding a baby on
his doorstep should have been a joke but the pink sticky note and baby carrier she came in is
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deadly serious. What’s an out of his depth bachelor to do? Call his tempting and beyond
gorgeous executive assistant and beg her to move in. Quinnlyn Stone agrees to help Austin
until he can straighten out his messy life. It’s just another item on her very long To-Do list. It’s
absolutely not because she’s attracted to her very single and extremely handsome boss.
Close quarters. A baby. Undeniable chemistry. What could possibly go wrong?
Jane's daughter is a good girl. What is she hiding? When thirteen-year-old Savannah Hopkins
doesn't come straight home from school, as she always does, her mother Jane immediately
raises the alarm. Leading the investigation is Detective Natalie Ward whose daughter Leigh is
the same age as Savannah. Soon Natalie's worst fears are confirmed when the teenager's
broken body is found in nearby shrubland. Evidence points towards a local recluse, but just as
the net is closing around him, one of Savannah's friends, Harriet, is reported missing. As
Natalie delves into the lives of both girls, she soon discovers a sinister video on their phones,
daring the girls to disappear from their families for 48 hours. But Natalie isn't quick enough for
this killer, and she is devastated to find Harriet's body on a fly tip a day later. Caught up in the
case, she takes her eye off her own daughter and when Leigh goes missing after school she
knows she must be in terrible danger. The clock is ticking for Natalie. Can she catch this killer
before her little girl becomes the next victim? This gripping rollercoaster of a read will have you
up in the small hours turning the pages. Fans of Angela Marsons, Rachel Caine and Robert
Dugoni will love The Dare. Readers are going crazy for The Dare 'Just wow! This book was
absolutely amazing I loved it. I was hanging on to every word, it was thrilling straight out of the
gate and kept going with the punches right to the end. It had me totally captivated. Carol Wyer
sure knows how to write a story that sucks you in and makes you feel like you are there living
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it. It's tense, emotional and deeply disturbing in places. And boy that ending! ...I'm giving it a
very well deserved 5 stars.' Bonnie's Book Talk, 5 stars 'I'm buzzing from this book. I LOVED it.
I don't think I have been this gripped by a book, ever....Totally terrifying, this addictive read will
keep you gasping, guessing and on the edge of your seat throughout ...You won't be
disappointed!'Booked Up Girl, 5 stars 'Wow wow wow! I just read this book in 3 hours. It's
gritty, gripping and fast paced! Natalie Ward is a phenomenal character and I could read her
books forever! I think I need to go lie down in a dark room for a bit, that was traumatic but
bloody brilliant!' Tishylou's World, 5 stars 'OMG OMG OMG! Fantastic these just keep on
getting better and better. Fabulous sorry kept me guessing ...Can't wait for the next one'
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars 'BOOM!!!! Carol Wyer does it again! I can't even express how
much I love the Detective Natalie Ward series... OMG!... I simply can't get enough of this
series. Carol Wyer can't write fast enough for me!'It's All About The Thrill, 5 stars
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown has taught us what it means to dare
greatly, rise strong, and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new research conducted with
leaders, change makers, and culture shifters, she’s showing us how to put those ideas into
practice so we can step up and lead. Look for Brené Brown’s new podcast, Dare to Lead, as
well as her ongoing podcast Unlocking Us! NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about titles, status, and wielding power. A leader is
anyone who takes responsibility for recognizing the potential in people and ideas, and has the
courage to develop that potential. When we dare to lead, we don’t pretend to have the right
answers; we stay curious and ask the right questions. We don’t see power as finite and hoard
it; we know that power becomes infinite when we share it with others. We don’t avoid difficult
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conversations and situations; we lean into vulnerability when it’s necessary to do good work.
But daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity, fear, and uncertainty requires skillbuilding around traits that are deeply and uniquely human. The irony is that we’re choosing not
to invest in developing the hearts and minds of leaders at the exact same time as we’re
scrambling to figure out what we have to offer that machines and AI can’t do better and faster.
What can we do better? Empathy, connection, and courage, to start. Four-time #1 New York
Times bestselling author Brené Brown has spent the past two decades studying the emotions
and experiences that give meaning to our lives, and the past seven years working with
transformative leaders and teams spanning the globe. She found that leaders in organizations
ranging from small entrepreneurial startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits, civic
organizations, and Fortune 50 companies all ask the same question: How do you cultivate
braver, more daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of courage in your culture? In
this new book, Brown uses research, stories, and examples to answer these questions in the
no-BS style that millions of readers have come to expect and love. Brown writes, “One of the
most important findings of my career is that daring leadership is a collection of four skill sets
that are 100 percent teachable, observable, and measurable. It’s learning and unlearning that
requires brave work, tough conversations, and showing up with your whole heart. Easy? No.
Because choosing courage over comfort is not always our default. Worth it? Always. We want
to be brave with our lives and our work. It’s why we’re here.” Whether you’ve read Daring
Greatly and Rising Strong or you’re new to Brené Brown’s work, this book is for anyone who
wants to step up and into brave leadership.
Sainsbury’s Magazine Book Club Choice'Tense, dark and so real as to be almost unbearable,
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this novel is utterly compelling.'Rosamund Lupton, international bestselling author of Sister and
Three Hours'Wayne weaves a book that is at once engrossing and an exploration of what it
means to be a woman, a moral person, a parent, and a neighbour.'Rowan Hisayo Buchanan,
author of Starling Days and Harmless Like You'To Dare is a vivid, poignant, and compelling
read; Jemma Wayne skilfully weaves her narrative threads tighter and tighter as the story
moves towards its nerve-jangling conclusion. I loved it - I couldn't put it down!'Saskia
Sarginson'A five star novel by one of our best writers. I was gripped.'Louis de Bernières, author
of the international bestseller Captain Corelli's Mandolin'Dares, violent jealousies and chasms
between having and not having are at the heart of this uncomfortable urban tale. Simone has
found herself a new job but is biding her time to tell her angry, addicted husband Terry. Next
door, Veronica has just moved into her smart new home, and from the chill of the marital bed,
hears brutal body thumps against the party wall. Then Veronica runs into Sarah, her former
teenage best friend, and Sarah hesitantly allows a reconnection. A power game kicks off. The
collision of their lives, determined by upbringing, powers Jemma Wayne’s fierce
storytelling.'Sainsbury’s Magazine Book ClubVeronica and her wealthy husband George are
unpacking boxes, hoping a fresh start in their newly refurbished Victorian terrace will help them
heal from a recent trauma. Next door, Simone returns to her neglected council flat. Miserable
and trapped, she struggles to take care of her children under the watch of her controlling
husband Terry. When childhood friend Sarah re-enters Veronica’s life, things are thrown even
further off balance. As tensions in their own lives rise, the painful memory that binds them
threatens to spill into their present.Three lives collide in this story of family, inequality and
revenge.'To Dare is a superior thriller, unflinching in its examination of class prejudice and in its
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portrayal of grief. Wayne writes beautifully with scarcely a word wasted. The characters are
real and relatable and watching them all go through Wayne's devious wringer is irresistibly
entertaining. The final suspenseful chapters had my heart pounding as Wayne's expertly dripfed plot begins to congeal like spilt blood. I still can't shake the image of the shocking
conclusion from my mind.'A.S. Hatch'Jemma owes me a night’s sleep! What a transfixing
book. The tension spirals out of control and you have no idea how it will end... It’s clever and
well written and I can see how Jemma has been shortlisted for so many prizes.'Hilary Boyd,
author of Thursdays in the Park and The Lie'To Dare is not only a skilful and intimate
dissection of the power struggles that exist between female friends in any era, but also a
daring exploration of our class divides, and of the most terrifying issues hidden behind closed
doors... To Dare is a rare example of fiction that is equally literary and commercial.'Ophelia
Field, author of The Favourite'Exquisitely written with a fine eye for detail and characterisation.
A poignant portrayal of friendship and strangers who have more – and yet less – in common
than first meets the eye.'Jane Corry, author of My Husband's Wife and Blood Sisters'In an
exploration of very different lives and backgrounds, To Dare is a novel with exquisitely drawn
characters and multi-layered prose. Secrets weigh heavily in this beautifully written novel, and
they’ll sit with you long after you finish.'Rachael Blok'To Dare is a tense, fast-paced novel that
combines an edge-of-the-seat narrative with an unflinching examination of inequality, jealousy
and friendship. Superbly observed, the characters remain in the mind long after the final page
is turned. A cut above others in this genre.'WI Life magazine‘Wayne shines creative light on
the inter
The game was over. The dares were getting old, and the secrets were piling up faster than the
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bodies.But someone had other plans. They wanted to play a new game. Becky Holt was the
love of his life until he found out what she was hiding. Now he wants to seek his revenge in the
most daring way. Deke Biggs has always been a shark. He's not afraid to kill, and he's about to
become her worst nightmare.But there's a new player, and she plans on taking everything, no
matter what the cost.Try to beat him- If You Dare!Who will win and who will lose?
Maddox Coulter. Reckless bad boy. Infamous playboy. My nemesis. And now my best friend. I
know he’ll never leave me hanging. He knows I'll never refuse a dare. Everywhere we go we
turn heads, but it’s not like that. Until it is. For one of us, anyway. I've always known he would
be my downfall. But I trusted him to catch me. He proved me wrong. Maddox has gone too far,
and I don’t know if I want to rein him in or push us further into dangerous territory. He tells me
those three little words that I crave. Three little words I want from no one else.
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